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Introduction

Breast cancer is a potentially serious disease if
it is not detected and treated early. It is due to the
uncontrolled multiplication of some cells of the
mammary gland that are transformed into malig-
nant cells.

This means that they have the ability to detach
themselves from the tissue that generated them to
invade the surrounding tissues and also the other
organs of the body(1-3).

In theory, tumors can be formed from all types
of breast tissue, but the most frequent are the glandu-
lar cells or those that form the wall of the ducts(4-6).

The level of breast cancer expenditure in Italy
in 2015 supported by the National Health System
amounted to almost 300 million euro, with an aver-
age cost of about € 6,000 / patient. Of these, about
34.6% were for hospitalizations, 17.4% for drug
use and 48% for specialist services(7,8).

The evaluation of breast cancer (BC) screen-
ing is the subject of a controversial debate regard-
ing its benefit and harms(9,10).

Breast cancer is classified into five stages:
• Stage 0: it is also called in situ carcinoma.
• Stage I: it is a cancer in the initial phase,

with less than 2 cm of diameter and without
involvement of the lymph nodes.

• Stage II: it is a cancer in the initial phase of
less than 2 cm in diameter but has already involved
the lymph nodes under the armpit.

• Stage III: it is a locally advanced tumor of
variable size.

• Stage IV: it is an already metastasized cancer
that has involved other organs outside the breast.

Physical Activity and sport in the management
of breast cancer

Breast cancer is associated with multiple risk
factors that are commonly divided into non-change-
able and changeable, such as lack of physical activ-
ity(11).

Approximately 25% of global cancer cases are
due to weight and a sedentary lifestyle.

The prevalence of inactivity in the general
population is about 40% worldwide, and the attrib-
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utable fraction of the appropriate population for
breast cancer associated with physical inactivity
was approximately 10%(12).

Physical activity and sport are associated with
a reduced risk of breast cancer, a reduced risk of
relapse and better survival. Sport reduces postoper-
ative side effects and improves quality of life (Table
1). Genetic tests for the research of BRCA1 and 2
genes, responsible for some hereditary forms of
breast cancer, are useful prevention tools in particu-
lar situations.

At any age, women who regularly perform
sport or physical activity would have a 15-20% rel-
ative risk reduction of developing this tumor. The
effect would appear to be greater in the post-
menopausal period, with a relative risk reduction of
6% for each hour / week of sport performed, pro-
vided that physical exercise is prolonged over
time(13,14).

As for relapses, sport would reduce the risk,
but not proportionally to the amount of physical
activity performed.

Sport improves cardio-respiratory function by
helping to regain the ability to perform the usual
activities often compromised by treatments(15).

It is also beneficial for overweight and for car-
diovascular health, and even after breast cancer,
reduces the risk of recurrence. It is estimated that
one in eight women will develop breast cancer dur-
ing her lifetime. Thanks to medical progress,  most
can be cured. Studies have shown that physical
activity initiated after breast cancer reduces the risk
of recurrence by 25% (in particular by reducing
overweight), decreases mortality by 30% and
improves quality of life by considerably reducing
fatigue(16-18). 

Methods and data
The study conducted is based on the analysis

of data evoked by scientific texts and articles after a
process of systematic review of the literature on
pubmed. Following this, an economic analysis has
been set up. Two scenarios were simulated: the
presence and absence of the physical activity/sport
program. The difference between costs sustained in
both scenarios represents the potential savings.

Data input
Reference populations
The reference population is that of women

affected by the disease in Italy in 2015, about
48,000.

Costs data
A woman suffering from breast cancer costs

the health system about € 15,500,00 in the two and
a half years after the intervention, more precisely
the annual patient cost is € 6,237, which includes
direct costs (drugs, hospitalizations and benefits
specialist). 

Specifically € 1,081 of drugs, € 2,158 of hos-
pitalizations and € 2,998 of specialized services. 

Results

Table 2 lists the costs for breast cancer man-
agement in the presence and absence of physical
activity.

Table 3 shows the savings that can be achieved
over the years.
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Cancer complications Benefits of sport

Fatigue Decrease of fatigue and increase in energy

Ache Decreased pain

Little thoracic flexibility /
oppression Greater chest flexibility

Muscle weakness Improvement of muscle strength

Anxiety / Depression Decrease in anxiety / depression

Increase or weight loss Maintain or reduce body fat

Lymphedema No deterioration

Table 1: Cancer complications and benefits of sport.

Hospitalizations 

without phisical
activity 104,619,840 105,655,680 106,691.52 107,727,360

With phisical
activity 784,648,800 79,241,760 80,018,640 80,795,520

Medications 

without phisical
activity 52,406,880 52,925,760 53,444,640 149,660,160

With phisical
activity 39,305,160 39,694,320 40,083,480 40,472,640

Specialized 
services

without phisical
activity 145,343,040 146,782,080 53,444,640 149,660,160

With phisical
activity 109,007,280 110,086,560 111,165,840 112,245,120

TOTAL 299,376,000

Table 2: Direct costs in euro for the management of breast
cancer in the absence and presence of physical activity.



Conclusion

Breast cancer is the cause of greater mortality
in women, burdened by complications and relapses
that affect the quality of life of patients. It has a
high health cost, so there is a need for adequate pre-
vention and promotion of health and proper
lifestyles also as post-operative tumor therapy(19-23).

Our work investigated how adequate physical
activity can reduce the risk of breast cancer recur-
rence and the result was 25%. With this data we
have succeeded in creating a model that quantifies
the expected savings.

Our results support the idea that physical
activity protects against breast cancer. Activity dur-
ing both leisure time and work reduced the overall
risk. There was a significant inverse dose-response
relation between leisure-time activity and the risk
of breast cancer(24). The effect was evident in
women doing sports and repeated assessment is the
preventive effect of physical activity(25).

This study provides additional support for a
beneficial relation between physical activity after a
breast cancer diagnosis and survival. Given the
consistencies already evident in the literature, find-
ings from ongoing prospective cohort studies and
randomized control trials in breast cancer survivors
will be important in providing evidence on how to
improve longevity after a breast cancer diagnosis.
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